Newly Released EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 10.0
Still Keeps a Watchful Eye on Data Security

Long-awaited EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 10.0 has finally come to settle down tough
data loss cases. A list of new features is involved in the great recovery progress made in the 10.0
version. New added Mac data protection increases data security to a higher level as a daily
routine. Disk monitoring makes every change to Mac obvious for quick action. Besides, disk view
on Mac is even clear to take full use of disk space.
Versatile EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac has always taken leading position on data
recovery software market relied on ease-to-use and high restoring quality. In the modern time
when privacy and information security are focused, things get much more complex. As daily life
increasingly goes digital, data safety is a major concern not only for the various online services,
but also for the devices where a large amount of data is saved.
No prior data recovery experience is required and just few clicks for EaseUS Mac data recovery
software is necessary to get all lost data back to Mac under whichever data loss situations, like
accidental deletion, moving to trash unexpectedly, virus attack, Mac OS crash, software
corruption or partition loss.

EaseUS Mac data protection defenses all files against destructive disaster.
Consisted of simple and further complete protection, EaseUS 11.0 Mac data recovery solution
keeps all selected files on specific partition always protected. When files under protection are
suddenly dropped into Trash, relative details are right now reflected to alert users of some kind of
threat. Such data security protection on Mac makes long lasting sense on avoiding secondary
damage to recovered data.

Smart disk monitoring indicates any severe hard drive trouble before it fails.
Real time disk monitoring keeps control of whole disk status and any changes to partitions. It ’s
quite useful to take reaction to solve disk failure and recover data fast from the corrupted disk
the first time data loss occurs. Effective monitoring keeps record of every activity on hard disk.

Disk view makes details about disk space usage much clear.
A good knowledge of hard disk is an advantage for data security guarantee. Perspective view
shows how disk space is occupied for the reason that disk usage is closely related to data security,
namely how much and where data is saved on hard drive. Constant concern on disk space usage
makes a difference on data loss prevention that the size of data and position is exactly known.
EaseUS 10.0 Mac data recovery software directly embodies creative ideas to power data security
in this complex information-prone world. No matter what devices are, information safety and
protection should be non-negligible and well deserved.
EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 10.0 is available at:
http://fr.easeus.com/mac-data-recovery-software/
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